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What is LLM?

• Large Language Models (LLMs) use vast datasets and deep learning techniques to 
understand and generate human-like text. They employ neural networks to process 
and predict language patterns.

• Part and one of the main drivers of the current AI revolution.

• Used in many areas – coding, translation, text editing, customer service, content 
creation, data analysis, virtual assistants, healthcare, education…

• Capabilities: Summarize large volumes of data, integrate information from diverse 
sources, provide insights, and generate coherent reports.











Key messages so far:

• Presenting data to LLMs in table format works pretty well. 
• LLMs already have some general knowledge on many subjects (like growing apples) 

and can connect climate information to domain knowledge. 

Let’s bring more relevant information to LLM 



RAG vs Finetuning

Retrieval-augmented generation

• Use general-purpose LLM as is.
• Takes user’s request.
• Retrieves information from external sources.
• Augments user’s question with additional 

information.
• Sends information to LLM (as a very long prompt).

Finetuning

• Take general-purpose LLM
• Add domain knowledge to it
• Answer user’s requests directly



What information can we provide to LLMs?

IPCC report

Vaghefi, S.A. et al., Commun Earth Environ 4, 480 (2023).

https://www.chatclimate.ai/ 

https://www.chatclimate.ai/


What information can we provide to LLMs?

IPCC report

https://huggingface.co/spaces/Ekimetrics/climate-question-answering

https://huggingface.co/spaces/Ekimetrics/climate-question-answering


What information can we provide to LLMs?

ECMWF documentation

https://chat.ecmwf.int - just a proof of concept and not a supported service, will be discontinued sometimes in the future

https://chat.ecmwf.int/


What information can we provide to LLMs?

ECMWF data

https://chatgpt.com/g/g-4OgZFHOPA-global-ensemble-weather-forecaster

https://chatgpt.com/g/g-4OgZFHOPA-global-ensemble-weather-forecaster


Back to climate examples



Let’s get back to a question:

install solar 
panels

grow 
potatoes

install 
windfarm

build local 
shop

Grow 
apple trees

How does climate change affect 
my plans if I would like to…

Grow 
grapes

build a 
factorybuy land 

for farming 

buy holiday 
home

use special 
material for 

a roof

build 
playground

build a 
house 

To answer those questions, you need:

• Information about future climate
• Information about local conditions
• A way to combine the first two 

and relate them to the question

install 
windfarm



IPCC AR6 (2021), 100km

Climate Infromation



IPCC AR6 (2021), 100km

Climate Infromation
Digital Twin, 5km (IFS-FESOM)



What does it mean for our questions?

install solar 
panels

grow 
potatoes

install 
windfarm

build local 
shop

Grow 
apple trees

Grow 
grapes

build a 
factorybuy land 

for farming 

buy holiday 
home

use special 
material for 

a roof

build 
playground

build a 
haus 

install solar 
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grow 
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Grow 
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Grow 
grapes

build a 
factorybuy land 

for farming 

buy holiday 
home

use special 
material for 

a roof

build 
playground

build a 
haus 

2km100 km
install 

windfarm

install 
windfarm



Information about local conditions

• Address (street level)
• Elevation
• Population
• Land use
• Biodiversity
• Urbanisation
• GDP
• Transport
• Tourism
• Power grid
• Culture
• Policy
• Local law
• Extreme events
• Climate data

Spatial data Text data



Combining it all together

How does climate 
change affect my 

plans to grow 
potatoes?

Spatial data Text data
Question/
Coordinates Climate data

Experts (e.g. Climate service)

Answer (report)

53.5396° N, 8.5809° E

Large Language Model

Do not scale Scalable



• ClimSight is a prototype tool 

for a climate information 

system that uses the OpenAI 

API to provide structured 

reports on local climate 
changes and their impacts.

Koldunov and Jung (2024, CEE)

Combining it all together: ClimSight

Paper GitHub repo



Combining it all together, current state
System: 
You are the system that should help people to evaluate the impact of climate change
on decisions they are taking today (e.g. install wind turbines, solar panels, build a building,
parking lot, open a shop, buy crop land). You are working with data on a local level,
and decisions also should be given for particular locations. You will be given information 
about changes in environmental variables for particular location, and how they will 
change in a changing climate. Your task is to provide assessment of potential risks 
and/or benefits for the planned activity related to change in climate. Use information 
about the country to retrieve information about policies and regulations in the 
area related to climate change, environmental use and activity requested by the user.
You don't have to use all variables provided to you, if the effect is insignificant,
don't use variable in analysis. DON'T just list information about variables, don't 
just repeat what is given to you as input. I don't want to get the code, 
I want to receive a narrative, with your assessments and advice. Format 
your response as MARKDOWN, don't use Heading levels 1 and 2.

Human: How will climate change affect my plans to grow potatoes? 
Location: latitude = 52.524, longitude = 13.37 

Adress: Adress: railway:Berlin Hauptbahnhof (Tief), road:Invalidenstraße, quarter:Europacity, suburb:Moabit, borough:Mitte, city:Berlin, ISO3166-2-lvl4:DE-BE, postcode:10557, country:Germany, country_code:de,        
Policy:        Distance to the closest coastline: 145152.96635822413       Elevation above sea level: 36.0       Current landuse: Not known       Current soil type: Cambisols       Occuring species: Pristurus       Current mean 
monthly temperature for each month: -0.045 -0.041  3.122  8.036 13.447 17.207 18.742 18.464 15.613  9.71   4.924  1.829       Future monthly temperatures for each month at the location:  5.378  5.297  7.643 12.055 
16.813 21.006 24.38  25.629 20.964 15.635  9.316  6.645      Curent precipitation flux (mm/month): 65.5   51.973 63.28  59.596 78.829 79.29  91.929 63.741 50.752 57.612 67.868 75.104       Future precipitation flux 
(mm/month): 88.63  69.078 64.907 63.985 88.176 70.689 67.386 49.916 47.878 48.992 75.898 81.99        Curent u wind component (in m/s): 1.785 1.255 0.588 0.25  0.457 0.977 1.292 1.147 1.203 1.384 1.516 1.794       
Future u wind component (in m/s): 1.79  1.629 1.146 0.38  0.69  1.34  1.006 0.796 1.161 1.207 1.33  2.169       Curent v wind component (in m/s):  1.07   0.411  0.266 -0.293 -0.27   0.072  0.326  0.264  0.542  0.823  1.185  
1.047       Future v wind component (in m/s):  1.33   0.693  0.234 -0.289 -0.084 -0.108 -0.158 -0.314  0.242  0.989  1.459

1.682       Natural hazards:        year          disastertype
13415  2002                 storm
13428  2006                 storm
13434  2010                 storm
33496  2003  extreme temperature 
33517  2006  extreme temperature 
33536  2009  extreme temperature 
33552  2012  extreme temperature 
33569  2012  extreme temperature        Population data:     Time  TotalPopulationAsOf1July  PopulationDensity  PopulationGrowthRate
0   1980              77786.703000         223.165900             -0.145000
1   1990              78072.678100         223.986330              0.237400
2   2000              80995.587100         232.372000              0.241300
3   2010              81294.847800         233.230560             -0.021600



Combining it all together, current state

Human: How will climate change affect my plans to grow potatoes? 
Location: latitude = 52.524, longitude = 13.37 

Adress: Adress: railway:Berlin Hauptbahnhof (Tief), road:Invalidenstraße, quarter:Europacity, suburb:Moabit, borough:Mitte, city:Berlin, ISO3166-2-lvl4:DE-BE, postcode:10557, country:Germany, country_code:de,        
Policy:        Distance to the closest coastline: 145152.96635822413       Elevation above sea level: 36.0       Current landuse: Not known       Current soil type: Cambisols       Occuring species: Pristurus       Current mean 
monthly temperature for each month: -0.045 -0.041  3.122  8.036 13.447 17.207 18.742 18.464 15.613  9.71   4.924  1.829       Future monthly temperatures for each month at the location:  5.378  5.297  7.643 12.055 
16.813 21.006 24.38  25.629 20.964 15.635  9.316  6.645      Curent precipitation flux (mm/month): 65.5   51.973 63.28  59.596 78.829 79.29  91.929 63.741 50.752 57.612 67.868 75.104       Future precipitation flux 
(mm/month): 88.63  69.078 64.907 63.985 88.176 70.689 67.386 49.916 47.878 48.992 75.898 81.99        Curent u wind component (in m/s): 1.785 1.255 0.588 0.25  0.457 0.977 1.292 1.147 1.203 1.384 1.516 1.794       
Future u wind component (in m/s): 1.79  1.629 1.146 0.38  0.69  1.34  1.006 0.796 1.161 1.207 1.33  2.169       Curent v wind component (in m/s):  1.07   0.411  0.266 -0.293 -0.27   0.072  0.326  0.264  0.542  0.823  1.185  
1.047       Future v wind component (in m/s):  1.33   0.693  0.234 -0.289 -0.084 -0.108 -0.158 -0.314  0.242  0.989  1.459

1.682       Natural hazards:        year          disastertype
13415  2002                 storm
13428  2006                 storm
13434  2010                 storm
33496  2003  extreme temperature 
33517  2006  extreme temperature 
33536  2009  extreme temperature 
33552  2012  extreme temperature 
33569  2012  extreme temperature        Population data:     Time  TotalPopulationAsOf1July  PopulationDensity  PopulationGrowthRate
0   1980              77786.703000         223.165900             -0.145000
1   1990              78072.678100         223.986330              0.237400
2   2000              80995.587100         232.372000              0.241300
3   2010              81294.847800         233.230560             -0.021600

System: 
You are the system that should help people to evaluate the impact of climate change
on decisions they are taking today (e.g. install wind turbines, solar panels, build a building,
parking lot, open a shop, buy crop land). You are working with data on a local level,
and decisions also should be given for particular locations. You will be given information 
about changes in environmental variables for particular location, and how they will 
change in a changing climate. Your task is to provide assessment of potential risks 
and/or benefits for the planned activity related to change in climate. Use information 
about the country to retrieve information about policies and regulations in the 
area related to climate change, environmental use and activity requested by the user.
You don't have to use all variables provided to you, if the effect is insignificant,
don't use variable in analysis. DON'T just list information about variables, don't 
just repeat what is given to you as input. I don't want to get the code, 
I want to receive a narrative, with your assessments and advice. Format 
your response as MARKDOWN, don't use Heading levels 1 and 2.



Combining it all together, current state
System: 
You are the system that should help people to evaluate the impact of climate change
on decisions they are taking today (e.g. install wind turbines, solar panels, build a building,
parking lot, open a shop, buy crop land). You are working with data on a local level,
and decisions also should be given for particular locations. You will be given information 
about changes in environmental variables for particular location, and how they will 
change in a changing climate. Your task is to provide assessment of potential risks 
and/or benefits for the planned activity related to change in climate. Use information 
about the country to retrieve information about policies and regulations in the 
area related to climate change, environmental use and activity requested by the user.
You don't have to use all variables provided to you, if the effect is insignificant,
don't use variable in analysis. DON'T just list information about variables, don't 
just repeat what is given to you as input. I don't want to get the code, 
I want to receive a narrative, with your assessments and advice. Format 
your response as MARKDOWN, don't use Heading levels 1 and 2.

Adress: Adress: railway:Berlin Hauptbahnhof (Tief), road:Invalidenstraße, quarter:Europacity, suburb:Moabit, borough:Mitte, city:Berlin, ISO3166-2-lvl4:DE-BE, postcode:10557, country:Germany, country_code:de,        
Policy:        Distance to the closest coastline: 145152.96635822413       Elevation above sea level: 36.0       Current landuse: Not known       Current soil type: Cambisols       Occuring species: Pristurus       Current mean 
monthly temperature for each month: -0.045 -0.041  3.122  8.036 13.447 17.207 18.742 18.464 15.613  9.71   4.924  1.829       Future monthly temperatures for each month at the location:  5.378  5.297  7.643 12.055 
16.813 21.006 24.38  25.629 20.964 15.635  9.316  6.645      Curent precipitation flux (mm/month): 65.5   51.973 63.28  59.596 78.829 79.29  91.929 63.741 50.752 57.612 67.868 75.104       Future precipitation flux 
(mm/month): 88.63  69.078 64.907 63.985 88.176 70.689 67.386 49.916 47.878 48.992 75.898 81.99        Curent u wind component (in m/s): 1.785 1.255 0.588 0.25  0.457 0.977 1.292 1.147 1.203 1.384 1.516 1.794       
Future u wind component (in m/s): 1.79  1.629 1.146 0.38  0.69  1.34  1.006 0.796 1.161 1.207 1.33  2.169       Curent v wind component (in m/s):  1.07   0.411  0.266 -0.293 -0.27   0.072  0.326  0.264  0.542  0.823  1.185  
1.047       Future v wind component (in m/s):  1.33   0.693  0.234 -0.289 -0.084 -0.108 -0.158 -0.314  0.242  0.989  1.459

1.682       Natural hazards:        year          disastertype
13415  2002                 storm
13428  2006                 storm
13434  2010                 storm
33496  2003  extreme temperature 
33517  2006  extreme temperature 
33536  2009  extreme temperature 
33552  2012  extreme temperature 
33569  2012  extreme temperature        Population data:     Time  TotalPopulationAsOf1July  PopulationDensity  PopulationGrowthRate
0   1980              77786.703000         223.165900             -0.145000
1   1990              78072.678100         223.986330              0.237400
2   2000              80995.587100         232.372000              0.241300
3   2010              81294.847800         233.230560             -0.021600

Human: How will climate change affect my plans to grow potatoes? 
Location: latitude = 52.524, longitude = 13.37 



Combining it all together, current state
System: 
You are the system that should help people to evaluate the impact of climate change
on decisions they are taking today (e.g. install wind turbines, solar panels, build a building,
parking lot, open a shop, buy crop land). You are working with data on a local level,
and decisions also should be given for particular locations. You will be given information 
about changes in environmental variables for particular location, and how they will 
change in a changing climate. Your task is to provide assessment of potential risks 
and/or benefits for the planned activity related to change in climate. Use information 
about the country to retrieve information about policies and regulations in the 
area related to climate change, environmental use and activity requested by the user.
You don't have to use all variables provided to you, if the effect is insignificant,
don't use variable in analysis. DON'T just list information about variables, don't 
just repeat what is given to you as input. I don't want to get the code, 
I want to receive a narrative, with your assessments and advice. Format 
your response as MARKDOWN, don't use Heading levels 1 and 2.

Human: How will climate change affect my plans to grow potatoes? 
Location: latitude = 52.524, longitude = 13.37 

1.682       al hazards:        year          disastertype
13415  2002                 storm
13428  2006                 storm
13434  2010                 storm
33496  2003  extreme temperature 
33517  2006  extreme temperature 
33536  2009  extreme temperature 
33552  2012  extreme temperature 
33569  2012  extreme temperature        Population data:     Time  TotalPopulationAsOf1July  PopulationDensity  PopulationGrowthRate
0   1980              77786.703000         223.165900             -0.145000
1   1990              78072.678100         223.986330              0.237400
2   2000              80995.587100         232.372000              0.241300
3   2010              81294.847800         233.230560             -0.021600

Adress: Adress: railway:Berlin Hauptbahnhof (Tief), road:Invalidenstraße, quarter:Europacity, suburb:Moabit, 
borough:Mitte, city:Berlin, ISO3166-2-lvl4:DE-BE, postcode:10557, country:Germany, country_code:de, 
Distance to the closest coastline: 145152.96635822413       
Elevation above sea level: 36.0       
Current landuse: Not known       
Current soil type: Cambisols       
Occuring species: Pristurus       
Current mean monthly temperature for each month: -0.045 -0.041  3.122  8.036 13.447 17.207 18.742 18.464 
15.613  9.71   4.924  1.829      
Future monthly temperatures for each month at the location:  5.378  5.297  7.643 12.055 16.813 21.006 24.38  
25.629 20.964 15.635  9.316  6.645
Curent precipitation flux (mm/month): 65.5   51.973 63.28  59.596 78.829 79.29  91.929 63.741 50.752 57.612 
67.868 75.104 
Future precipitation flux (mm/month): 88.63  69.078 64.907 63.985 88.176 70.689 67.386 49.916 47.878 48.992 
75.898 81.99        
Current u wind component (in m/s): 1.785 1.255 0.588 0.25  0.457 0.977 1.292 1.147 1.203 1.384 1.516 1.794  
Future u wind component (in m/s): 1.79  1.629 1.146 0.38  0.69  1.34  1.006 0.796 1.161 1.207 1.33  2.169
Current v wind component (in m/s):  1.07   0.411  0.266 -0.293 -0.27   0.072  0.326  0.264  0.542  0.823  1.185  1.047
Future v wind component (in m/s):  1.33   0.693  0.234 -0.289 -0.084 -0.108 -0.158 -0.314  0.242  0.989  1.459



Current version



A year from now version



What is next?

ChatDev stands as a virtual software company that 
operates through various intelligent agents holding 
different roles, including Chief Executive Officer , 
Chief Product Officer , Chief Technology Officer , 
programmer , reviewer , tester , art 
designer .

https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev 

Agents

https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/ceo.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/cpo.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/cto.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/programmer.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/reviewer.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/tester.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/designer.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev


What is next?

ClimDev stands as a virtual climate service 
company that operates through various intelligent 
agents holding different roles, including Chief 
Scientist , Programmer ,  Climatologist , 
Economist , Geographer , Policy expert , art 
designer .

https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev 

Create an 
assessment of 
climate change 
effects on 
building houses 
here.

Assessment

Researching

Analyzing
Evaluating

Reporting

climate

ClimDev

Agents

https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/ceo.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/cpo.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/cto.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/programmer.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/reviewer.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/tester.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev/blob/main/visualizer/static/figures/designer.png
https://github.com/OpenBMB/ChatDev


What is next?
Data processing



What is next?

• Work on the evaluation of LLM results – how to control quality, how to evaluate 
improvements?

• Work on communicating data uncertainty.

• Finetuned models in combination with RAG (can be smaller than general-purpose LLMs and 
run locally).

• Download and process data depending on the question.

• Take into account graphical information (maps) and information from surrounding points.

• Agents with individually tuned LLMs for each agent.

• Run on-demand impact models (e.g., AI-based) relative to the question.

• More data sources



Conclusions

- Current LLMs are great at summarizing data from different sources and 
putting it into the context of a question.

- Augmentation with data improves the quality of the response. More data is 
better, and local data is better.

- LLMs can provide a good interface to deliver climate and weather 
information at scale.

- We can not only ask “what is the weather” questions but “how will weather 
affect X” type of questions.

National weather services have a lot of information about local weather and 
geography and are well-positioned to create LLM-based interfaces to answer 
questions that connect human activities and weather/climate.



LLMs as interface for weather data
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